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1.0 Executive Summary

When there are thousands of nodes in a network, finding malware can be daunting. Administrators use layers of security for handling defense - intelligence, sandboxing, quarantining. But an evolving threat landscape leads eventually leads to ineffective and isolated security solutions.

Cisco Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) offers an integrated, comprehensive approach to endpoint security. Continuous analysis and telemetry features keep its finger on the pulse of network anomalies, and all suspicious activity is investigated. Contextual reporting highlights trends for administrators, helping them reassess network architecture to close vulnerable points of entry. Also important is its flexible deployment, which makes it simple for any organization to tailor its endpoint security.

Cisco Systems, Inc. engaged Miercom to perform a performance assessment of its AMP solution for endpoints using real world threats, such as Locky ransomware and Kovter malware, in a simulated enterprise environment. The threats were introduced in a series of phases to determine if AMP security could identify a threat at any time during exploit execution to show whether it could protect even if one or more defense mechanisms were bypassed.

Key Findings

• Metasploit malicious document detected and quarantined with full protection enabled
• Kovter malware detected and blocked with full protection enabled, with behavioral-only protection and during post-infection mitigation
• Locky ransomware was blocked with either full or behavioral-only protection enabled
• Retrospection engine provides insightful detection and response capabilities
• Mimikatz Rubber Ducky exploit detected and blocked with either full or behavioral-only protection enabled

Based on our observations, Cisco Advanced Malware Protection successfully demonstrated detection and response capabilities for several malware use cases. Its impressive security against real-world exploits earn the Cisco AMP solution the Miercom Performance Verified certification.

Robert Smithers
CEO
Miercom
## 2.0 Test Summary

### Table 1: Component Security Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Metasploit Malicious Document</th>
<th>Kovter Malware</th>
<th>Locky Ransomware</th>
<th>Retrospection Malware</th>
<th>Mimikatz Rubber Ducky Delivery (Win7 Only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>N/A; no artifacts to detect</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Marginal Pass:</strong> While detecting the exploit, AMP did not see the Meterpreter instance in memory</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>N/A; cannot detect encrypted artifacts</td>
<td>Detected samples are added to the database and blocked</td>
<td>N/A; no artifacts to detect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 Product Tested

Cisco Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) provides next generation security for endpoints against evolving threats. This solution offers the following endpoint security defenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Prevention</strong></th>
<th>This first line of defense equips the network with global threat intelligence, behavioral detection, vulnerability detection and built-in sandboxing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impressive Time-to-Detection</strong></td>
<td>Instead of the typical 100-day detection, Cisco AMP identifies threats within hours. By using continuous analysis, telemetry and prioritization, any potential or existing breaches are quickly found for easy remediation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated Security Architecture</strong></td>
<td>Many security analysts must balance multiple tools to carry out security across the network. Cisco AMP integrates security for faster detection by using cloud-based technology and correlated threat intelligence by monitoring data across all network nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible Deployment</strong></td>
<td>Sometimes endpoint security requires restructuring the network architecture. Cisco AMP gives deployment options for cloud or on-premise use and protection for any type of endpoint, regardless of operating system. This flexibility allows organizations to setup endpoint security in a way that makes sense to their operations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Comprehensive Analytics** | Cisco AMP can identify patterns and Indicators of Compromise (IoC) with continuous detection – even after initial prevention. This approach includes other features such as:  
  - Retrospective Detection – automatically detect and block malicious activity which evaded initial detection  
  - File Trajectory – view file propagation for improved visibility to reduce time-to-detection  
  - Elastic Search – search across telemetry and global security intelligence for contextual understanding of potential threats  
  - Device Trajectory – displays continuous endpoint even history to strengthen security intelligence for better vulnerability and threat detection  
  - Prevalence – reveals previous, undetected threats across all endpoints and automatically prevents them from affecting the broader network  
  - Outbreak Control – contain suspicious files or infections for immediate remediation |
| **Contextual Reporting** | Actionable dashboards go beyond point-in-time technology by providing context and prioritization while highlighting trends specific to the environment. |
4.0 How We Did It

Miercom evaluated the Cisco AMP solution by subjecting protected endpoints to its proprietary malware suite and different types of exploits during different phases of protection.

Exploit tests were performed in a series of three runs:

1. Run exploit with full protection enabled  
2. Run exploit with signature-based (behavioral) detection mechanisms in audit mode to test the behavioral engine  
3. Run exploit without Cisco AMP security enabled, then activate protection, to determine if previous detection artifacts are found and mitigated

The following threats were used:

- Metasploit Word Document  
- Kovter Malware  
- Locky Ransomware  
- Retrospection Targeted Malware  
- Mimikatz Rubber Ducky Delivery (Windows 7 Only)

4.1 Test Environment

Test Tools

Source: Miercom
Cisco AMP Cloud

Source: Miercom
Connector Setup

The setup for Cisco AMP is very simple. It uses a single executable, run on the client, which links to the AMP cloud console. The computer information is automatically set up, and the proper policy is downloaded. This setup can be altered from the cloud at any time and will be updated on the client upon the next update.

Cloud Interface Options and Control

In the cloud interface, the default policies can be adjusted very easily. A screenshot of the policy page is shown below.

Figure 1: Cisco AMP Cloud Interface Policy Page

![Policy Page Screenshot](image)

Source: Miercom

*Two custom policies were used in testing: default protection and audit protection. These policies are slightly altered versions of the “Protect” and “Audit” policies. The main alterations are for user feedback. By default, AMP hides many detailed alerts from the resident client to prevent confusion for a non-administrative user. In this test case, all local alerts were enabled to obtain instant feedback on the victim device.*

Configuration

Installation and configuration consisted of cloning and altering the Protect Policy, downloading and installing the AMP endpoint application, and waiting for successful sync.
5.0 Test Cases

5.1 Locky Ransomware

The Locky ransomware test case demonstrates the behavioral detection engine of the AMP product. The attack contains multiple stages, starting from a malicious word document and ending with the victim’s files encrypted via Locky malware.

Attack phases include the retrieval of the malicious document as an email attachment, opening and execution of the infected word document, spawning of Locky ransomware, and finally the encryption of the victim. These four phases of attack are assessed for detection and blocking capabilities of Cisco AMP. The ability to detect through each phase is depicted below.

Phase 1: Initial Malware Download

In this phase, AMP blocked the download of the malicious document associated with the initial infection. A screenshot of the AMP application blocking the attempted retrieval of the malicious attachment can be seen below.

*Source: Miercom*

*The malicious Word document was detected during attempted retrieval from the infected email. AMP successfully quarantined the document.*
**Phase 2: Malware Execution**

After confirming Cisco AMP’s ability to detect the malicious file download, AMP was disabled, and the file was transferred onto the computer. This simulated the event in which a file has managed to bypass the protection and is resident on the victim computer. Once the file was saved, AMP was reenabled and the file was attempted to be opened and run.

In this case, upon opening the Word document, the malicious content was detected and blocked.

**Figure 3: Detection and Quarantine of Malicious Word Document Execution**

![Image: Detection and Quarantine of Malicious Word Document Execution]

*Malicious content was detected upon opening the Word document, and it was quarantined before the user could activate it.*
Phase 3: Locky Ransomware Spawning

If the executed infection was not detected, the malicious content in the Word document spawned another process to begin encrypting the computer’s files.

Figure 4: Successful Protection from Locky Ransomware

The attempted execution of the Locky ransomware sample was successfully detected and prevented from running.

Phase 4: Victim Encryption

Lastly, if this executable was not detected, the victim computer would be encrypted. For the malware to get to this point in the process, the AMP product was disabled, reenabled and the malware was run as in the previous cases. This case is only applicable to the first run of this exploit. This version of the malware had not been previously seen and became a great example of the retrospection engine’s capabilities. Malware signatures were detected and logged.

Figure 5: Retrospection Engine: Detected Malware Log Entry

The log entry of retrospection detection was seen in the AMP cloud interface. The executable was marked as malicious with 100 percent confidence. Upon creation of this entry, the exploit scenario no longer worked and would be stopped at any of the above phases before for the computer had been encrypted.
The detection of the executable also can be further analyzed using the report link that can be seen in the screenshot above. This link will provide the end user with the Threat Grid Analysis Report. This report lists the behavioral indicators along with traffic analysis, linked processes analysis, artifact analysis, registry activity, and filesystem analysis.

**Figure 6: Cisco AMP Threat Grid Analysis Report**

![Threat Grid Analysis Report](image)

Source: Miercom

The Threat Grid analysis was provided when investigating flagged malware by the retrospection engine. The behavioral aspects that mark the sample as malicious can be seen in red.
5.2 Kovter Exploit

This test case utilized a malicious JavaScript that spawned an infection resulting in the Kovter malware to establish fileless persistence on the victim computer. Phases of the attack included the initial execution of the obfuscated JavaScript, the retrieval and execution of a secondary piece of JavaScript that fetches and implements the malware, the execution of the malware, and the establishment of the fileless persistence on the victim machine. A summary of successful detection for each of the four phases can be seen in the graphic below.

**Phase 1: Malicious JavaScript Execution**

In the first phase of the Kovter attack scenario, the malicious JavaScript attempted to be executed. This JavaScript should be detected and blocked upon attempted execution. This file simulated a JavaScript that utilizes a ".doc" extension before the "js" extension to fool the end user into believing they were opening a document, not running a malicious JavaScript.

*Figure 7: Detection of Initial Malicious JavaScript*

The initial malicious JavaScript was successfully detected and quarantined.
Phase 2: Secondary JavaScript Fetch to Initiate Kovter Malware

If the initial malicious file went undetected by the initial scan, the user would then attempt to open the document which in turn executes the JavaScript. Upon execution, the script fetched a second script into memory and executed it. The second JavaScript downloaded the Kovter malware and attempted to execute it.

The attempted downloads were successfully found and quarantined in this instance.

Phase 3: Kovter Malware Execution

In the third phase of the infection, the malware was executed to create fileless persistence on the victim machine. AMP was disabled to get the malware onto the computer. After reenabling AMP, the malware was run, and the attack was prevented. In this case, AMP detected the malicious utilization of PowerShell and killed the process; the attack was stopped.

Figure 9: Cisco AMP Cloud Interface Alert of Prevented Kovter Exploit

The alert shown above was produced by the AMP cloud interface when the exploit was prevented. AMP detected the use of PowerShell to establish a fileless infection.
Phase 4: Kovter Malware Establishment of Fileless Persistence

In the final phase, the malware was installed on the victim without AMP active. The victim was rebooted, and the malware attempted to launch via fileless persistence on the unprotected victim. AMP was then reactivated, and the malware tried to reinitialize itself. AMP detected this persistence attempt and quarantined associated items to block the attack. This persistence was detected when a PowerShell exploit attempted to initialize the malware.

Figure 10: Successful Block of Kovter PowerShell

*The PowerShell portion of the Kovter malware persistent infection was prevented, and the end user was alerted.*
5.3 Metasploit Meterpreter

The Metasploit Meterpreter test case used a Word document containing a malicious macro that invoked the Meterpreter payload into memory on the victim machine. The exploit launched a PowerShell script; PowerShell itself is not necessarily malicious and was not analyzed for prevention. However, the download, execution and existence of the exploit itself within the network should be detected and blocked by the AMP solution.

Metasploit is an industry standard tool and is used to help highlight AMP’s capabilities. This test case consists of three main phases: initial file download, macro execution and the fileless Meterpreter instance. This test case's performance is outlined in the graphic below.

Phase 1: Download Email Attachment

In the first phase of this test, the malware was downloaded via an email attachment. The email attachment was immediately identified and quarantined by AMP upon attempted download.

Figure 11: Successful Quarantine of Attempted Malicious Email Attachment
**Phase 2: Macro Execution**

AMP was disabled, and the malicious document was downloaded. After reenabling AMP, the malware was attempted to be run. AMP successfully detected the initialization of the malicious PowerShell instance and blocks the attack. This instance was detected when PowerShell attempted to establish a new thread.

**Figure 12: Prevention of Metasploit Malicious Macro**

This screenshot shows the successful prevention of a Metasploit attack via a malicious macro in a Word document.
Phase 3: Fileless Meterpreter Execution

AMP was disabled, and the malware fully executed. This spawned a Meterpreter instance in memory of the victim. This session allowed an attacker to perform malicious activities such as keylogging or webcam capture. AMP was able to successfully identify the malicious file upon scanning but did not detect the Meterpreter session running in memory.

Figure 13 Cisco AMP Detection of Malicious File

Source: Miercom
5.4 Mimikatz Exploit

The Mimikatz test case utilized a known Windows 7 vulnerability to retrieve the username, password, and domain information of the victim computer. In this test case, a malicious USB drive spawned and executed the Mimikatz exploit. Successful execution of this exploit returned the username and password of the Windows 7 victim. This test case was assessed in a single phase in which the exploit is run. AMP successfully protected the victim computer from the vulnerability.

Figure 14: Successful Block of Mimikatz Exploit

Source: Miercom

The user was alerted of successful prevention of the Mimikatz exploit in the cloud interface. This alert notifies the administrator of the attempted Mimikatz credential dump.
5.5 Retrospection Analysis

A malicious scenario was created using samples specifically tailored to bypass AMP’s initial detection. The first phase of attack used an encrypted Word document delivered via email. Phase two launched a ransomware attack with a PHP script to encrypt the victim’s files. The exploit should run successfully the first time and block by AMP in future iterations.

Cisco AMP provided insight for this unique attack. Cisco AMP produced alerts and warnings of serious potential for compromise for investigation. Utilizing the device trajectory and events created by AMP, a clear understanding of the attack vector was reconstructed for analysis. This use case successfully proved the detection and incident response capabilities of Cisco AMP.

Figure 15: Detection of Possible Ransomware Compromise

Detection of a possible compromise is highlighted by the AMP interface. This identification is triggered by the detection of probable ransomware action in which shadow copies are deleted.

Figure 16: Ransomware Attack Alert

The end user is alerted of shadow copy deletions indicative of ransomware with a description.
6.0 Conclusion

Cisco AMP was able to successfully prevent all exploits tested, while providing alerts and insight on remediation.

**Locky Ransomware (Section 5.1)** – This exploit was prevented during download, infection, spawning and execution phases. The Cisco AMP Threat Grid offered investigation of the flagged malware via the retrospection engine.

**Kovter (Section 5.2)** – This exploit was prevented during two phases of JavaScript, malware execution and fileless persistence. A warning was issued to the ender user for threat visibility.

**Metasploit Meterpreter (Section 5.3)** – This exploit was prevented during the download and macro execution phases, showing two detected and removed threats during the scan.

**Mimikatz (Section 5.4)** – This exploit was prevented, and the user was alerted of the attempted credential dump via the cloud interface.

**Retrospection Analysis (Section 5.5)** – Possible compromise and ransomware execution was detected, and Cisco AMP provided alerts and incident response options.

Based on our observations, the Cisco Advanced Malware Protection product secured the network during multi-phase exploit attempts, earning the *Miercom Performance Verified* accreditation.
About Miercom
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